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ABOUT US
Since 2017, we offer viable solutions to our customers, because we understand how important it is to find a reliable 
partner who can find concrete and customized solutions for your business needs.

We have the necessary experience to provide integrated marketing services, advertising solutions, or social media 
management, such as creative product photography, corporate films & promotional video production. Content that gives 
customers the confidence to take the next step. We also offer services like packaging designs, brand identity, logo design, thank 
you cards and insert designs, infographics, photography, videography presentation (with models), and support.

We work with professional graphic designers, photographers, videographers who have in their portfolio successful 
national and international projects, the team is completed by our colleagues in the customer service department who 
will offer you all the support you need, whenever you need, regardless of the place where you carry out your activity and 
regardless of the size of your organization.

GLOSARY OF TERMS 
Logo - A set of graphic elements composed by letters and /or symbols

Logomark - The icon/ symbol that accompanies the name. It can operate without a name if the organization / company 
is already recognized (Starbucks, Pepsi, ș.a.).

Logotype - A logo centered around the name or initials of a company, consisting only of text.

Visual Indentity - A set of elements that define the company: logo, fonts, colors, packaging design, marketing collateral, 
website, etc.

Brand - A brand is a person’s gut feeling about a product, service or organization. A brand is not what you say it is — it 
is what your customers say about your product.

CMYK - Stands for Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Key: those are the colours used in the printing process.

RGB - Refers to three hues of light that can be mixed together to create different colors. Combining red, green, and blue 
light is the standard method of producing color images on screens.

PANTONE - Or PMS, is a standardized color matching system, which is widely used around the world. It was devised to 
help printers and designers to specify and control colors for printing projects. The Pantone Color System allows you to 
specify colors that cannot be mixed in traditional CMYK.

HEX - A six-digit combination of numbers and letters defined by its mix of red, green and blue (RGB).

Favicon - An icon associated with a particular website, typically displayed in the address bar of a browser accessing the 
site or next to the site name in a user’s list of bookmarks.
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BRIEFS | QUESTIONNAIRES 
Before starting the project, for each type of service, included in this catalog, we will provide you with 
a personalized questionnaire, WHICH MUST BE COMPLETED ENTIRELY.

We truly love each project but YOU KNOW YOUR COMPANY |ORGANIZATION | PRODUCT.
Failure to fill in or omit the necessary information may lead to extra time invested by us which will 
lead to a new quotation, so please fill in each field in the briefs created.

We would like to inform you that after receiving the questionnaire from you, we will 
start working, regardless of the degree of completion of the brief. Any modification, 
addition made on a material already created, because of an incomplete brief can be 
subject to a new quotation.
Example: The product must contain the certifications passed on the packaging, information not stipulated prior 
starting the project. If, for the inclusion of certifications, the entire design needs to be modified to make room for a 
new section, our quotation will reflect the invested time to make the changes.

The briefs | questionnaires are created for every need. They are easy to follow and if you have no 
previous experience in logo design | packaging | listing images, they will help you understand the 
impact and importance of strong design, dedicated to your client.

EXAMPLE
BRIEF- LISTING IMAGES
(Cover extras & page 7) 

! The questionnaires will be completed 
using ONLY the Adobe Acrobat Reader 
program for desktop (computer) ! 
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 LOGO DESIGN

Why do you need a logo?

Even if the brand names were not integrated into the design, most likely 99.99% of the world’s 
population recognizes the brand that each one represents.

Here are some reasons why the logo is very important for your business.

1. It will reveal the identity of your company
The logo is the first element that comes into contact with your customers, it tells the world who you are, 
what type of product you sell or what benefits you offer to potential consumers.

2. The first impression matters!
There are so many “entrepreneurs” who do not consider the logo important, so they create it 
themselves or opt for low-quality services. Is their business important to them? We tend to think it’s not.

3. It will inspire confidence, inviting new customers to know the brand
We do not live in a monochrome world. People are attracted to colors and shapes and tend to pay more 
attention to a product that has a logo designed for the niche/industry and its target.

4. Your business will stand out
It will make it easier to identify and differentiate your products from similar ones.

5. It will lay the foundations of your brand
A logo should be designed to provoke a positive reaction and to be recognized immediately, which can 
create loyalty to the brand and, ultimately, can lead to repeated purchases.

I 
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 LOGO DESIGN
 LOGOTYPE PACKAGE

LOGO DESIGN - LOGOTYPE

The package includes 3 
different proposals, composed 
of text.

Before starting the project, 
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
- Editable (CMYK):

• .AI
• .EPS
• .PDF

- .PNG (RGB) - Transparent 
Background

• 3000px Width
• 150px Width

- .JPEG/.JPG (RGB) - white/ black/ 
colored background

• Profile Image
    (Seller Acount, Social Media) 
- 3000x3000px

- Glossary of Terms & Color 
Codes, in .PDF format

Execution Time: 
- 3 working days

I 
1

Logotype = A logo centered around the name or initials of a company, consisting only of text.

Examples from our portfolio:
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 LOGO DESIGN
 LOGOMARK + LOGOTYPE PACKAGE

LOGO DESIGN
LOGOMARK + LOGOTYPE

The package includes 3 different 
proposals, composed of text 
and symbol.

Before starting the project,  
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
- Editable (CMYK):

• .AI
• .EPS
• .PDF

- .PNG (RGB) - Transparent Background
• 3000px Width
• 150px Width

- .JPEG/.JPG (RGB) - white/ black/ 
colored background

• Profile Image
    (Seller Acount, Social Media) - 
3000x3000px

- Glossary of Terms & Color Codes, 
in .PDF format

Execution Time: 
- 3 working days

Logotype = A logo centered around the name or initials of a company, consisting only of text.
Logomark =  The icon/ symbol that accompanies the name. It can operate without a name if 
the organization / company is already recognized (Starbucks, Pepsi, etc).

I
2

Examples from our portfolio:
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 PACKAGING DESIGN
What does packaging design mean?

Product packaging design refers to creating the exterior of a product box/ bag.

It’s a practical tool, yes, but it’s more than that. Like any good design, the packaging tells a story that helps us 
understand what the product is for, how it should be used, who should use it and, most importantly, whether 
we should buy a product or not.

Amazon allows you to include packaging in the main image.

NOTE
According to Amazon’s rules, we are not allowed to insert texts that refer to the product being biodegradable, eco-friendly, 
environmentally friendly, recyclable and other aspects related to the bio, eco, unless they can be proven by documents. 
At the same time, we are not allowed to insert texts with a subjective character: The best, Premium, 100% Best quality, 100% 
Guaranteed, etc.
Below, the Amazon rules:
• Don’t include statements that are only temporarily true, such as, “new,” “on sale,” or “available now.”
• Don’t include subjective claims such as amazing, good quality, and so on, since most customers don’t use subjective terms in their queries.

FAQ
Is packaging design necessary?
Yes, of course. It is a valuable tool that can be used to promote the products. Amazon, allows the insertion of 
the packaging in the main image.

What can the main/ front face contain?
It can contain anything as long as the information added is true & objective.
• Logo;
• Product Name; 
• Quantity / No. of products included in the set, if applied;
• Product Images;
• Product Specifications;
• Lifestyle Images (people & products).

II 
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 PACKAGING DESIGN
 STICKER PACKAGE

STICKER / LABEL DESIGN

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project, 
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
-Editable file- the text stays 
editable- (CMYK):

• .AI
- Print File- the entire artwork is 
prepared for print- (CMYK):

• .AI
• .PDF

Execution Time: 
- 3 working days

II 
1

We prepared for you the following packages:

BASIC - TEXT & ILUSTRATIONS
Examples from our portfolio:

PREMIUM - TEXT & PRODUCT IMAGES

EST.                         2021

S I
TVALUE

SILICONE
PROTECTIONS

Examples from our portfolio:
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 PACKAGING DESIGN
 BOX PACKAGE

BOX DESIGN

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project,  
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

!IMPORTANT!
You will need to request your 
manufacturer the die-cut of the 
desired box and send it to us. The 
accepted formats are:

• .AI
• .PDF
• .EPS or .CDR

We will take the desired box 
template and we will add the 
artwork in it (see right).

Deliverables:
-Editable file- the text stays 
editable- (CMYK):

• .AI
- Print File- the entire artwork is 
prepared for print- (CMYK):

• .AI
• .PDF

Execution Time: 
- 3 working days

II 
2

We prepared for you the following packages:

BASIC - TEXT & ILLUSTRATIONS
Examples from our portfolio: 

PREMIUM - TEXT & PRODUCT IMAGES
Examples from our portfolio: 
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 THANK YOU CARD DESIGN
The thank you card is a powerful tool in creating an emotional link between the customer and the brand. 
It can persuade the customer to leave feedback and gives them the necessary tool to contact you if the 
purchased product is defective.
Having a support email, will show commitment witch can lead to fewer negative reviews because the client 
will prefer to contact you directly to resolve the issue.

The clients are more inclined to give negative feedback than positive ones.

FAQ
What can a thank you card include?
• Logo;
• A thank you note;
• Email address and a support note;
• A honest message with a feedback request;
• Instructions with pictures or illustrations.

What do I need to provide for the thank you card?
We use standard thank you messages. If you want to add instructions and / or a personalized message, 
composed by you, you will have to provide us with the text.

What is the size of the thank you card?
We use the following standardized sizes, depending on the amount of information:
• 9x5in - Business Card Size;
• A6- 148 x 105 mm;
• A5- 210 x 148 mm (bi-fold);
• Custom size requested prior starting the project (so please make sure you inform us).

I actually want a brochure that includes more information:
If so, please contact us and we will create a personalized offer to fulfill your needs.

III 
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 THANK YOU CARD DESIGN
LOGO + TEXT 

III 
1 PACKAGE

THANK YOU CARD DESIGN
LOGO + TEXT

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project, 
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
-Editable file- the text stays 
editable- (CMYK):

• .AI
- Print File- the entire artwork is 
prepared for print- (CMYK):

• .AI
• .PDF

Execution Time: 
- 2 working days

Examples from our portfolio:
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PACKAGE
THANK YOU CARD DESIGN
LOGO + TEXT + 
INSTRUCTIONS

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project, 
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
-Editable file- the text stays 
editable- (CMYK):

• .AI
- Print File- the entire artwork is 
prepared for print- (CMYK):

• .AI
• .PDF

Execution Time: 
- 3 working days

 THANK YOU CARD DESIGN
 LOGO + TEXT + INSTRUCTIONS

III 
2

Examples from our portfolio:
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 LISTING IMAGES DESIGN
If you want to succeed on Amazon, your photos must look perfect. 
Our photo packages are designed to highlight the benefits of your products.

Amazon allows the packaging in the main image.

IMPORTANT
According to Amazon’s rules, we are not allowed to insert texts that refer to the product being biodegradable, eco-friendly, 
environmentally friendly, recyclable and other aspects related to the bio, eco, unless they can be proven by documents. 
At the same time, we are not allowed to insert texts with a subjective character: The best, Premium, 100% Best quality, 100% 
Guaranteed, etc.
Below, the Amazon rules:
• Don’t include statements that are only temporarily true, such as, “new,” “on sale,” or “available now.”
• Don’t include subjective claims such as amazing, good quality, and so on, since most customers don’t use subjective terms in their queries.

FAQ
Why is the main image important?
Because it represents the first interaction with the potential customer. The main image should be different enough to 
convince the customer to open the entire listing.

Techniques that we use:
• Unique arrangement of the set / product, different from that of the competitors (when the product/ products allow)
• Correct lighting - in our studio, we use professional equipment.
• If your product has packaging, we suggest adding it to the main image. The main image cannot include 

statements written on the white background, but, it can include your box/ bag which can have text on it with 
information about your product.

What should I do?
Fill in the questionnaire that we will make available to you and provide us with any image / information that you want 
us to include.

IV 
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 LISTING IMAGES DESIGN
 AMAZON BASIC (7 IMAGES)

IV 
1

2 x Main Images
4 x Infographics

1 x Set Content
1 x Dimensions
1 x Comparison Competition
1 x Product Callout OR
      How to Use

1 x Lifestyle Image

PACKAGE
LISTING IMAGES DESIGN
AMAZON BASIC

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project,  
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
- Images 2000 x 2000px- (RGB):

• .JPEG/.JPG

Execution Time: 
- 10 working days

Examples from our portfolio:
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 LISTING IMAGES DESIGN
 AMAZON GOLD (10 IMAGES)2

2 x Main Images
5 x Infographics

1 x Set Content
1 x Dimensions
1 x Comparison Competition
1 x Product Callout
1 x How to Use

3 x Lifestyle Images

PACKAGE
LISTING IMAGES DESIGN
AMAZON GOLD

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project, 
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
- Images 2000 x 2000px- (RGB):

• .JPEG/.JPGExamples from our portfolio:

IV 

Execution Time: 
- 10 working days
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 LISTING IMAGES DESIGN
 AMAZON LEGEND (12 IMAGES)3

2 x Main Images
5 x Infographics

1 x Set Content
1 x Dimensions
1 x Comparison Competition
1 x Product Callout
1 x How to Use

4 x Lifestyle Images with Model

PACKAGE
LISTING IMAGES DESIGN
AMAZON LEGEND

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project,  
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
- Images 2000 x 2000px- (RGB):

• .JPEG/.JPGExamples from our portfolio: 

IV 

Execution Time: 
- 15 working days
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 A+ DESIGN
Formerly called Enhanced Brand Content (EBC), A + content is an effective tool used to increase conversion rates.
With a mix of images, graphics and text, A + content should look and feel like your own website. In creating 
the images we use the visual identity already created from the listing images (logo, 
colors, fonts, graphics).

FAQ
Why opt for A+?
A + pages are like sales pages, only on Amazon. A + content integrates detailed product descriptions, 
relevant professional images, charts, infographics, and text content to help customers make informed 
purchasing decisions.

We create an original, emotional story around your product, which attracts attention, arouses interest, and 
the desire to act and buy the product. After a detailed analysis, we will identify the PREMIUM features of 
your product and integrate them into a unique concept that will answer customer questions.

What should I do?
Fill in the questionnaire that we will make available to you and provide us with any image / information that 
you want us to include.

At AMZ Concept we have the necessary experience in developing graphic concepts for A + pages to 
develop a relevant and unique brand identity in the market. We know the American market and the 
behavior of its consumers, and we can help you create the visual identity of your product on Amazon.

V 
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 A+ DESIGN
 CLASSIC

V 
1

Example from our portfolio:

Module exemplificate cu exemple din portofoilul nostru:

1 x Logo Banner - 600 x 180px
4 x Standard Modules

- Standard Image
- Standard Single Left Image
- Standard 4 Images & Text
- Standard Single Image & Highlights

PACKAGE
A+ DESIGN
CLASSIC

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project,  
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
- Images (RGB) - .JPEG/.JPG

Execution Time: 
- 7 working days
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 A+ DESIGN
BANNERS

V 
2

Examples:

1 x Logo Banner - 600 x 180px
4 x Banners - 970 x 600px or/& 970 x 300px

- Banner Lifestyle 
- Banner Callout
- Banner Callout/ Why Us?
- Banner Lifestyle Application

PACKAGE
A+ DESIGN
BANNERS

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project,  
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
- Images (RGB) - .JPEG/.JPG

Execution Time: 
- 7 working days
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 PRODUCT VIDEOVI
Use videos because they are a great opportunity to attract customers!
We spend more time on social media platforms, platforms that favor video content because it’s an 
essential and profitable promotional tool for every business. Potential customers turn to video content 
as an aid in the decision to buy a particular product, and most believe that videos play a decisive role in 
the purchase process.

It is proven that users retain 5 times more information if it is presented through dynamic images, 
accompanied by text, which must be reacted faster and will make decisions much easier. Currently, 
over 80% of total internet traffic goes to videos.

FAQ
Why to use a product video?
1. The video can be used for PPC campaigns and has a very good conversion if the product has been 

validated.
2. It can be added to the current listing.
3. It can also be used in Facebook campaigns to attract external traffic.

A video must highlight the strengths of your product, with an emphasis on those elements that 
differentiate you from the competition. Your product deserves a powerful video strategy to get your 
audience to add it to your cart.
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PACKAGES
VIDEO 360°
SLIDESHOW
UNBOXING
LIFESTYLE

The package includes 1 
proposal.

Before starting the project, 
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

Deliverables:
- Format - .mp4
- Resolution - 1920 x 1080px

Execution Time: 
14 working days

 PRODUCT VIDEO
 360° (30-45 SEC)

VI 
1

• 360° product rotation, on white/ black/ colored/ lifestyle*, 
background

• Product Callout - Bullet points - benefits & properties
• Product Specification - dimensions, weight

*Lifestyle = environment / background chosen depending on the niche of which your product is part.
Ex: Product: Chair; Lifestyle Background: Garden, Dining Room

Check the link above
Example  360°

 UNBOXING (30-45 SEC)2
• Unpacking product / products on a black / white background
• Product Callout - Bullet points - benefits / properties
• Product Specification - dimensions, weight
• Assembly (if suitable)

Check the link above
Example  Unboxing

 PHOTO SLIDESHOW (30-45 SEC)3
• Set composition, on black / white background
• Lifestyle Images Collage
• Product Callout - Bullet points - benefits / properties
• Product Specification - dimensions, weight

Check the link above
Example  Slideshow

 PHOTO LIFESTYLE (30-45 SEC)4
• Stock Video Collage and / or In-house Video Collage    

(HOW TO USE | WHERE TO USE)
• Product Callout - Bullet points - benefits / properties
• Product Specification - dimensions, weight

Check the link above
Example Lifestyle

https://amzconcept.com/video360/
https://amzconcept.com/videounboxing/
https://amzconcept.com/videoslideshow/
https://amzconcept.com/videolifestyle/
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 PPC MANAGEMENTVII
Selling on Amazon can become one of the most profitable businesses for start-ups.
The biggest advantage of an Amazon business is that you can order products from China and resell them under your own brand.

The Amazon platform is the easiest way to start an online business thanks to the resources it offers, being the largest retailer in the 
world. Through the FBA service, you will have a stock in Amazon warehouses that arrives there directly from the supplier, and orders 
will be processed by Amazon employees.

Products sponsored / promoted on Amazon are and will continue to be one of the most powerful tools for promoting early sales by 
sellers.

What can we do to grow your Amazon business?

• Amazon companies auditing;
• We analyze, optimize and expand existing PPC campaigns to keep the positive elements and improve campaign performance;
• We analyze product listings and backend information. We come up with recommendations to improve your conversion rate;
• Periodic optimization is the key to low ACOS. We’ll optimize our campaigns on a regular basis so that the conversion averages over 10%;
• Research and campaigns expansion. 

We will use all analysis tools to identify the most appropriate keywords for your products, along with competition analysis, ASIN 
reverse searches and more.
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 PPC MANAGEMENTVII PACKAGES
MONTHLY
MONTHLY + CONSULTING

EXECUTION DETAILS:
Before starting the project,  
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project.

What includes?

• Goals setting, based on the 
budget;

• Daily tracking and adjustment;
• Applying ACOS sales growth / 

decrease strategies;
• Creating campaigns;
• Creating weekly and monthly 

reports based on the results 
obtained (except the first week);

• Suggestions regarding the 
increase / decrease of the 
price, in different stages of the 
product evolution.

Deliverables:
- Excel
- .PDF

Execution Time: 
- Monthly
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 AMAZON LISTINGVIII
Do you need a fully optimized Amazon listing to stand out from your competitors?

We offer an advantageous solution for optimizing Amazon listing. SEO optimization can be 
complicated and you need to pay attention to detail to be better than your competitors. Delegate 
this process to experts with proven results. We have 1000+ products analyzed, optimized and we 
have created Amazon listings for several markets.

What will you receive?

Product Title

Product features  (Bullet Points)

Product Description

Backend Search Terms

Other relevant fields for SEO optimization  (Subject Matter, etc)

The most relevant words for creating PPC campaigns

An excel with the analysis of the most relevant competitions

The peace of mind that you have an optimized listing made by Amazon experts

PACKAGES
BASIC (Title + 5 bullet points + 
Search Terms)
EXPERT (Title +5 bullet points + 
Search Terms + PPC Keyword List)

EXECUTION DETAILS:
Before starting the project,  
we will provide you with a 
questionnaire designed
for this project. The 
questionnaire will emphasize 
information about:

• Competitors
• Target
• Limitation
• Technical details
• Product details / improvements

Deliverables:
- Excel
- Word

Execution Time: 
- 5 working days
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CUSTOM SERVICESIX

Whether it’s design or consulting services, we are here for you to help you grow 
your Amazon business.

Some of the extra services:

• Consulting for obtaining brand registry on Amazon;
• Listing issues consulting (brand name update, Flat File operations, creating 

shipping plan, etc.);
• Amazon store design;
• Create an Amazon seller account;
• Website design;
• Ebook design;
• Design brand style guide;
• Print design (leaflets, flyers, magazines, brochures, catalogs, folders, letterheads, 

business cards, covers, banners, posters, boxes, bags, etc.);
• And many other tasks related to Amazon.

Contact us, we are here for you!

EXECUTION DETAILS:
Before starting the project, 
we would like to book a call 
to understand your needs 
to offer you a tailor-made 
solution.
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 STUDY CASE - BDHQ
CHALLENGE

BDHQ is a premium product that has been marketed 
in a package that has failed to effectively convey its 
composition, premium appearance and benefits.

What important elements of the previous design could 
be preserved?
The larch branch represented the main design element, 
being also the main indicator of the composition.
Following the discussions with the client, in order to identify 
the needs, the target and the audience, we came to the 
conclusion that it was necessary to use the larch branch, 
being also a symbol associated with the old visual identity.

BRAND CHARACHER

Natural  Vegan Friendly  Luxury
Premium Contemporary

TARGET

People who know the benefits of larch. 
People who want an all in one supplement.

CREATIVE SOLUTION

Black, Gold, and Green - The proposed colors highlight both 
the “luxury” (through black and gold) and the natural and 
vegan character portrayed by the green color.

X

AFTER

BEFORE
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 STUDY CASE - BDHQX
We created the following materials:

LOGO 

The design proposes a clean, confident image, precisely 
through the simplicity of the letters that make up the logo. 
In creating this logo we also took into account the need to 
insert the larch branch, which was the main focus. A design 
that would have proposed custom letters would have 
diminished the impact and created a disorganized effect 
without focusing on the main element (the larch branch).

PACKAGING & LABELING

What did we want to convey through the packaging?

• Name
• Content visualisation
• The goal
• Premium feature
• Quantity
• Vegan Feature

All of the above items have been merged on the main side 
of the box, with the role of providing vital information that 
positively influences the purchase decision.
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 STUDY CASE - BDHQX
LISTING IMAGES

The images created complied with Amazon regulations.  
 
The design followed the visual style already set by using the same fonts, colors and graphics (rectangular lines & frames). 
By proposing a consistent experience (all images portraing the same visual style) the potential clients perceive the product as riable.



+40 747 169 615
contact@amzconcept.com
www.amzconcept.com
     @amzconcept


